


MESSAGE FROM OUR

The celebration of Insteel's Silver Jubilee in 2008 marked a milestone in
the Company's progress.

The Company has sustained market leadership in the production and
marketing of Steel Pipes and Sections in the Kenyan and Regional
markets despite increasing manufacturers. The company continues to
supply a wide range of products. It is a home of the only 10” tube mill in
the Sub-Sahara African Region.

The Company continues to meet the highest Kenyan and International
standards. With capable management and new investments to enhance
Quality and Range of Products, the Company looks forward to satisfy the
needs of its customers. The Company will continue to ensure
environment friendly practices, responsible contributor to Society and
Development of its employees

DR. MANU CHANDARIA

Chairman

MESSAGE FROM OUR

C.E.O
HORN OF AFRICA

Insteel is an important member of the Safal Group. The Company has
continued to be the leader in production of steel Pipes and Sections in the
region. The Company is ISO 9001; 2008 Certified and with the
implementation of the Gemba Kaizen practices, it continues to meet the
highest quality standards in the Industry.

With a new State-of-Art Galvanizing Plant and other planned
investments the Company's range of products will become even wider.
Such products, marketed under the brands Galvapipe, Strakcha, Kunja
and I-Casing, will continue to meet the highest needs of the Company's
customers. Products can be made to the length required by customers.

The Company looks forward to being a dependable service provider.

Insteel is committed to the development of Kenya and the Region and
looks forward to be an important player in the market place.

MR. KAUSHIK SHAH



greengreen
iving Green is all about taking actions

that are not only good for the planet, but

good for your wallet.

Recycling is one of the easiest and most

powerful things you can do to go green and

improve the planet

80 per cent of steel is recovered from old

construction projects

More steel is recycled each year in

the world than aluminum, paper and glass

combined.

Using recycled steel in the production process:

conserves raw resources, saves energy and

reduces landfill waste.

While the issue of global warming is not entirely free

from doubt, there is significant support for the idea

that the earth is getting warmer and, if it gets warm

enough, it will cause a change in climate. If global

warming is a genuine threat, we must be looking at

ways to reduce carbon emissions that will not wreck

our economy. If there is skepticism about global

warming and climate change, and especially about

the things that we can realistically do about it, we are

stewards of this planet, and should do what we can to

clean it up. This suggests that efforts to reduce the

amount of carbon emissions in the atmosphere are

worthwhile, provided they are balanced with rational

thought about economic growth, our standard of

living and the progress of the world. If planetary

stewardship is the goal, we should look for practical

ways to emit less pollution.

Keeping this in mind, the one product that is the

cornerstone of the construction and piping industries

is also the most recycled material in the world and

that is non other then Steel.

You don't have to tell anyone in the steel industry

about the need to recycle.

It's an infinite source of recycling; it doesn't loose its

integrity with reuse. So steel from torn down

buildings, to old cars and refrigerators is given new

life as it's burned down and transformed into new

steel products at the mills.

, diverting it from the landfill.

The industry isn't resting on its laurels as it continues

to find new ways to lessen its impact on the

environment.

Steel can be recycled time and time again into high

quality products, losing none of its basic properties

Every type of steel product

- from soup cans to cars and bridges - is eventually

recycled into other steel products even the industry's

own production equipment is eventually recycled

Every ton of steel recycled saves 2,500 pounds of

iron ore; 1,400 pounds of coal, and 120 pounds of

limestone. Each year, steel recycling saves the

energy equivalent of the electricity used by one-fif th

of the world's households for a year.

INSTEEL LIMITED is a steel mill with a green sense.

lets go
with

greenlets go



Ethiopian Steel PLC

Uganda Baati Ltd

Insteel Ltd (Kenya)

Mabati Rolling Mills Ltd (Kenya)

ALAF Ltd (Tanzania)

Safintra (Malawi) Ltd

Safintra Mozambique Lda

Safal Investments (Mauritius) Ltd

Safintra Rwanda Ltd

Safintra Lubumbashi SPRL

Gainvest SA (Safintra Angola)

Safintra Zambia Ltd

Kifaru International (Pty) Ltd (SA)

Safintra Investments (Pty) Ltd (SA)

Safal Steel (Pty) Ltd (SA)

SAFAL VALUES
Ethics, Safety, Compliance, Quality
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SAFAL GROUP is one of the leading manufacturers of flat and long steel products in Eastern, Central and Southern
Africa and was established in 2003 with its headquarters in Mauritius. SAFAL was established to consolidate the
operations of several allied companies for supplies internationally to over 45 countries worldwide.
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Customised Dimensions

Longer life, less maintenance cost, assured pure water

Irrigation, Pumping,
Plumbing,Sewage
pipe, Waterpiping,

GuardRails

Zinc coating as per BS/KS

Hydrotested to 50 bar

Metallic nature

Reduces Wastage and site handlng is easy

Withstands high pressure pumping, avoids leakage

Application on rugged terrains, Reduces thermal effect
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200mm and 250mm GALVANISED PIPES (Detailed specification on request)
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SECTIONAL PROPERTIES SAVING

Fabrication,
Construction,

Furniture, Exhaust
Pipe etc

Customised Length

Thickness as per standards

Wide Range of Product

Proper shape of the section

Reduces Wastage and site handlng is easy

Ensures Engineers to take right technical design decisions

Choice of application

Effective End user application for aesthetic appeal

THE ABOVE FACTORS EFFECT SAVINGS, IN DIRECT

AND INDIRECT COSTS, TO THE TUNE OF 30-40%

COMPARED TO HOT ROLLED SECTIONS.
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Boreholes&Drilling

Symetrical slots Proper intake of water

Scale free surface

Customised Length

ERW joint

Metallic nature

Avoids coking of pump and rust accumulation

Reduces Wastage and site handlng is easy

Ensures seamless joints

Application on rugged terrains, Reduces thermal effect
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Fabrication,
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Wide Range of Product
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MS Plate Shearing Line
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Forming (Rolling Mill)Uncoiler High Frequency Welder

Galvanizing Line G.I. Pipe Threading Warehouse Customer Delivery

MANUFACTURING PROCESS
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End Facing
The burr at the end of the pipe during cutting operation needs to be cleared in order to avoid any injury to
the worker while handling or avoid any accident at the work place. End facing increases the aesthetic look
of the pipe.

Hydro Testing
Insteel ensures that each pipe, for water and gas, undergoes a hydraulic leak test under 50
bars pressure. However, as per customer requirement, we can test the pipes up to 70 bars.

Galvanizing Plant
Insteel is an ISO certified company and adheres to a Health & Safety policy. State-of-the-Art facility of
Galvanizing builds  confidence in end customer for longer life of the water pipes with a minimum coating
of 400 gm per sqm. Insteel has the capacity of galvanizing 1,300 MT as per requirements of KBS &
BS standards.

Threading & Socketing:-

Finished Goods Godown
Insteel’s target is to maximize product availability of Galvanized Pipes, Black Pipes, Borehole casings,

Furniture Round Tubes, Square & Rectangular Hollow Sections & other building allied products.

High Frequency Induction Welding (HFIW) Process
The Plant has a High Frequency Induction Welding (HFIW) process, manufacturing up to 3,000 MT per
month of Pipes/Hollow sections. In the HFIW process, the HR coils go through a flash welder & a steady
flow is assured, from the super coil accumulator. The tubes are  formed, followed by high frequency
induction welding, ensuring controlled, uniform, internal weld ridges. The external bead is removed to
ensure a smooth surface finish. The tubes proceed for cutting into required lengths. They are then
carried to the end facing machines. End facing operations involve deburring & bevelling, which are

Straightening Machine:-
The pipes / tubes coming from Mill  proceeded to rotary stationers called the Straightening machine. We
achieve a level of 1:1000 in straightening.

meticulously carried out to ensure smooth clean edges.

Slitting Line:-
Insteel has a slitting facility to slit coils of width 1250 mm max and thickness from 0.80 mm to 6.00 mm
of capacity of 120 MT per day depending upon the size.

The Pipes are screwed with a taper pipe thread and socketed with parallel thread as per KS 06-259
Standard.

Packing:-
The finished tubes, light, medium and heavy gauge are packed on the packing tables and bundled
separately on the bundling machine. The transfer of packed material is then carried out to Finished
Godown. The loading operations are then carried out by cranes on to trucks, for transportation across
the country and also exported all over Africa.

Shearing Line:-
Insteel’s Shearing line has a capacity of upto 6.00 mm thickness and width of 1,300 mm with a
maximum length of 10 m.

Expanded Metal:-
Expanded Metal is a rigid non raveling piece of metal that has been slit and expanded (drawn). In the
process metal can be expanded 10 times its original size, loose up to 80% of its weight, becomes
stronger and more rigid.





CERTIFICATIONS

MAP TO INSTEEL


